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Based on the two-fl.uid model for polymer solutions or gels， we construct a simplified model 
of drying processes of polymer solutions on a solid substrate. In this model， effects of gelation 
near the free surface due to the solvent evaporation are taken into consideration. We show that 
the elastic stress in the gel phase affects both the evaporation rate of solvent and the collective 
diffusion coefficient. 
Here we consider an isothermal system of a polymer solution extended on a solid substrate 
whose normallies in z-axis. If the system is homogeneous in x and y directions， we can express 
the system with a one-dimensional model. In a drying process， we assume that only the solvent 
eva卯 ratesat the free surfaces z = h(t) and the volume台actionゆofpolymers near the企ee
surface increases in time t. When 4>at z = h reaches a certain value， 4>g， a thin gellike layer， 
called a skin， isformed near the free surface. 
The above dynamical processes can be described by the two-fl.uid model [1] for polymer 
solutions or gels with appropriate boundary conditions discussed later. One of the key concepts 
in the two-fl.uid model is the stress-diffusion coupling which is expressed， inour simplified model， 
as， 
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where ( isthe friction coe伍cientbetween polymers and solvent， f (ゆ)the mixing free energy of 
the Flory-Huggins type， K(ゆ)is the bulk osmotic modulus. The last term in Eq.(2) expresses 





the dynamical coupling between stress and diffusion. Since K(ゆ)refiects the elastic effect of 
polymer network， it can be modeled as 
J 0 ゆくの)K(ゆ<- ¥ r -ry 
l Kg (ゆどの) (3) 
where Kg is a large positive constant [2]. Hence the collective diffusion coe血cientA(ゆ)increases， 
whenゆexceedsの[3].
In the gas phase， we introduce a diffusion layer h < z < h + l with a fixed thickness l [4]. In 
出isdiffusion 1句rer七hesolvent number density ψis assumed to obey a simple diffusion equation， 
δψ T'¥ 82ψ 
δtαδZ2 ' 
(4) 
with a diffusion constant Dα・Providedthat the local equilibrium condition at the interface 
zニ his always valid， the chemical potential of the solvent must be continuous at z = h， which 
leads to the relation between ψjust above the interface andゆjustbelow the interface， 
ゆ/ψ本=(1-ゆ)exp[ゆ+χゆ2-K(ゆ)ln(ゆ/の)] at z = h， (5) 
where 'It* is the number density of saturated vapor of pure solvent， K(ゆ)三 (vl/kBT)K(ゆ)with 
the volume Vl per a monomer. In Eq.(5) we have used the expression f(ゆ)= (kBT/町)[(1-
ゆ)ln(1 -ゆ)+χゆ(1ー ゆ)]with the p町 ame七erχ.
From the mass conservation of polymers and solvent we obtain 
んー さ全土-竺皇位一一
ゆ 1-Vlψ at z = h， (6) 
where h三 dh/dt.The above equations together with Eq.(5) give the boundary conditions for 
Eqs.(1) and (4) and the time evolution of h. When a constant value ψ∞ of ψout side of the 
diffusion layer (z > h + l) is given and a s七eadysta七eholds， his wri七ten錨
hc: Vl子{ψ∞一グ(1一向[川が-K(ゆ)ln(州]} a七z=h. (7) 
Therefore， the evaporation rate Ihl decreases， whenゆexceedsゆg，whereas the A(ゆ)i恥四回es
凶 mentionedbefore. These two properties come仕omthe same origin that the elastic effect is 
relevant in the skin layer. 
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